Design module for speech recognition graphical user interface browser to supports the web speech applications
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Abstract

The web speech API has made it possible to integrate audio data into web applications and make it a unique experience for all customers and users of modern applications. Broadly speaking, the web speech API consists mainly of two components: speech synthesis (text-to-speech) and speech recognition (asynchronous speech recognition). This feature has provided meeting the needs of all users of these applications to suit the way they interact and use those services, applications, and available electronic content. Figure 1 shows some different applications of speech recognition that use currently in our live. Speech recognition is used for controlling web browsers and applets, enhancing the internet, and filling out forms in numerous ways. Through speech synthesis, web pages are brought back to life, which reduces audio that is sent over the internet. SRWB has many applications such as assisting blind people to make use of the internet via speech and hearing. It will help both the young children and people with disability who can’t operate a keyboard to use the internet by just speaking. It grants enablement to people to interface the website contents through oral or audio commands instead of using a keyboard. For this system, Microsoft Access and SQL were used as databases while Visual

1. Introduction

The web speech API has made it possible to integrate audio data into web applications and make it a unique experience for all customers and users of modern applications. Broadly speaking, the web speech API consists mainly of two components: speech synthesis (text-to-speech) and speech recognition (asynchronous speech recognition). This feature has provided meeting the needs of all users of these applications to suit the way they interact and use those services, applications, and available electronic content. Figure 1 shows some different applications of speech recognition that use currently in our live. Speech recognition is used for controlling web browsers and applets, enhancing the internet, and filling out forms in numerous ways. Through speech synthesis, web pages are brought back to life, which reduces audio that is sent over the internet. SRWB has many applications such as assisting blind people to make use of the internet via speech and hearing. It will help both the young children and people with disability who can’t operate a keyboard to use the internet by just speaking. It grants enablement to people to interface the website contents through oral or audio commands instead of using a keyboard. For this system, Microsoft Access and SQL were used as databases while Visual
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Basic.NET was the programming environment used for developing and designing. SRWB is very easy to use, visually independent, and can be used by anyone that is not computer literate [1].

According to Kazuyuki voice browsing refers to using speech to navigate an application. Speech interface framework parts are used in writing these applications. Web applications and web browsers are written in HTML while voice XML is used for writing speech applications but rendered through a voice browser [2]. There are different voice-driven website applications such as automated telephone receptionists, banking transactions, information about airline arrival and departure and other people use but don’t know they are communicating with a web service. The W3C’s Voice XML trendy is used employing extra than 85% of cell and telephony interactive voice response (IVR) apps. According to Kazuyuki, there are ten instances greater cellular telephones in the globe than linked PCs, and phone telephones will quickly emerge as the essential gateway to the internet. Speech recognition has no close relationship with visual web. However, this is expected to change for different reasons such as the prevalence of cell phones in the area with low literacy rates, shrinking of devices et al. Receiving audio feedback via speech synthesis show how hands-free practical applications can help people using mobile. People with disabilities like those who can’t read and those with vision limitations will benefit a lot from voice or speech applications. Voice browsing has many possible applications as illustrated [3].

a. Business information accessing such as ATM ordering services, booking cinema, and theatre services, home banking services, support desk, airline information (arrival and departure time), and others.

b. Public information accessing such as events, weather reports, school opening and closures, stock market, location, and foreign news and others.

c. Private information accessing like shopping lists, calendars, calories counters, telephone lists, and addresses.

d. Helping the end-users to interact with people through email and voicemail sending and receiving of messages.

The unique contributions aim to provide the solutions for the problems of proposed web speech applications for the speech recognition in contrast to the current system of handling.

a. In this paper we present a prototype speech recognition using a web browser (SRWB) that “converses” with the user by generating novel forms of design and module for the graphical user interface (GUI).

b. Our unique contributions include i) a conversational SRWB prototype, ii) an understanding of how existing UI frameworks and toolkits can encourage or inhibit the integration of a SRWB, and iii) a set of guidelines for developers looking to incorporate SRWB into future web-based applications.
c. Another novelty is the comparison between the voice user interfaces and GUIs for the speech recognition in the applications and in the web browsing.

d. A computational insight on the software and hardware requirement are briefed in this study, moreover the analysis has been performed for the existing system and proposed system for the speech recognition designs.

e. The system proposed for the SRWB in this study will be designed to maximize graphical user experience. Moreover, this proposed system differs from existing systems in many ways as discussed in the study.

f. The unique contributions also include application of SRWB which identifies problems people who are visually impaired, so that they can use this speech recognition system for the user interface.

g. This project proposes to determine a clear correlation between the speech recognition for the web browsers and applications and the comparing in controlling the multiple intelligent voice personal assistants.

h. The process of developing a user interface in the browser revealed many opportunities and challenges for working with speech-based systems. We detail several that we encountered for designers and developers to address in their own projects, enumerate various alternatives that were considered for our own work, and conclude with lessons learned.

Uemura et al. [4] gave the dynamic interface and vocabulary grammar idea when they created speech user agent. The end-users of this system can communicate with the system in two ways: speak-able hotlist and commands. The end-users of this system can apply the speak-able hotlist. A grammar is associated with a uniform resource locator (URL). Smart pages were used to implement the system which led to grammar definition and many substitute grammars can be launched for a given link. Ma [5] got the main problem with voice browsers which can now read texts on the screen but can’t convey the semantics and logical structure of the web content. Figure 2 shows the method to provide speech input in a web browser, current version of each browser is aligned in the same row [6].

![Figure 2. The method to provide speech input in a web browser, current version of each browser is aligned in the same row](image)

Instead of changing the entire already existing website, a dynamic conversion approach is required according to our opinion and as such calls for requires a universal solution using existing or new browsers that can convert the old website to a format that can be used. In [7], [8] described the capability of a web of a voice browser in rendering pages that are in audio format or one that supports the interpretation of speech input for navigation. With the support of technology, a good web browser can communicate in a two-way method with the end-user listening to the screen and uttering commands. Figure 3 shows the usage relative method to provide speech input in a web browser [9].
2. METHOD
2.1. Comparing existing system and proposed system
Speech recognition includes accepting discourse through a device’s receiver, which is at that point checked by a discourse acknowledgment benefit against a list of language structure (essentially, the lexicon you need to have recognized in a specific app.). When a word or express is effectively recognized, it is returned as a result (or list of comes about) as a content string, and advance activities can be started as a result. The web discourse API encompasses a primary controller interface for this—SpeechRecognition—furthermore several closely-related interfacing for speaking to linguistic use, and comes about. By and large, the default discourse acknowledgment framework accessible on the gadget will be utilized for the discourse acknowledgment—most advanced OSes have a discourse acknowledgment framework for issuing voice commands. Think almost correspondence on macOS, Siri on iOS, Cortana on Windows 10, and Android Discourse, below is the explain of analysis of Kalliope Web portal in detail.

2.2. Analysis of kalliope web portal
The Kalliope web portal is a Slovenian web server specialized in voice awareness for those who are visually handicapped or blind. The Kalliope web portal accesses the association of the blind and visually impaired of Slovenia's (ZDSSS) electronic information system (EIS) [10]-[12]. Each of Kalliope's net pages complies with the web access initiative's core standards. The machine is made undemanding the use of XML tagging and the introduced communicate module. The portal consists of hyperlinks to different beneficial websites in Slovenia for the blind and visually impaired. It's supposed to be used with the Homer Web browser it truly is included. Only ZDSSS individuals must get admission to the portal [13]-[15]. This is due to the reality that many of the texts in the EIS database are blanketed by using copyright. The textual content documents in the EIS database are saved in an untagged undeniable format. To convert these texts to HTML/XML structure, a special and unique HTML/XML tagger is required [16]-[21].

2.3. Limitations of existing system
The limitation of existing system can list as points show the advantage and disadvantage as:

a. The existing system has small screens, and very small for viewing in web phones. It is barely better when you want to view it in palmtops.
b. One big setback of existing systems is the accessing speed. Users of this system find it hard to access all kinds of devices. Every device experience slow access.
c. The price of existing system is much, making it difficult for many to use.
d. It experiences awkward or poor inputting of data. Even to enter short email with Qwerty keyboard, touchtone or palm’s Graffiti is awkward.
e. It has connectivity limitation, and this made it difficult for people in certain location to access and use.
f. It is not user-friendly [22]-[24].

2.4. Analysis of proposed system

The innovation of voice browsing is quickly advancing these days. Tuning in and talking are the characteristic modes of communication and data gathering. As a result, all are presently heading towards a more voicebased approach of browsing instead of working on literary mode. Speech acknowledgment is gotten to by means of the SpeechRecognition interface, which gives the capacity to recognize voice setting from a sound input (ordinarily through the device's default discourse acknowledgment benefit) and react fittingly. For the most part you'll use the interface's constructor to make a modern SpeechRecognition protest, which features several occasion handlers accessible for identifying when discourse is input through the device's mouthpiece. The SpeechGrammar interface speaks to a holder for a specific set of language structure that your app ought to recognize. Language structure is characterized utilizing JSpeech Linguistic use Forma. These limitations of the existing system were thoroughly investigated to offer better solutions and services with SRWB. The proposed system SRWB will enable the end user to use voice or audio input to enter data/information into the system. This entered data is for browsing or the internet. SRWB will have an attached microphone used for the purpose of collecting audio input from the system users. This solved the input difficult experienced in the old system. The collected audio or voice input will be converted into text for searching with the use of customized web browser. When the outcome is returned, the displayed webpage content will be voiced out or read to the end-users through the loudspeaker attached to the speech recognition web browser system. SAPI was used by the system to gain access to both speech recognition and TTS (text-to-speech). The collected audio or voice input will be converted into text for searching with the use of a customized web browser. When the outcome is returned, the displayed webpage content will be voiced out or read to the end-users through the loudspeaker attached to the speech recognition web browser system. Figure 4 shows the speech recognition interface frame and gives a clearer picture and understanding of how the system works.

![Speech recognition interface frame](image)

Figure 4. Speech recognition interface frame

The limitations of this system and other speech recognition systems for the blind and visually impaired were solved by SRWB. This existing system has restrictions on people in Slovenia which makes it not accessible to all. The design and user interface of SRWB are better than the old system. Not only is it easier to use, but it also supports multi-users from different countries and at any time, any day, and anywhere. SRWB is also easier to maintain. The user of SRWB will have to first give the command in a voice format by making use of a microphone. The SRWB system will accept the end-users command that comes in form of audio. This entered data or command is for browsing or the internet.

2.5. Speech recognition for user interfaces

2.5.1. Current mechanism of speech recognition

Low fidelity in speech recognition technology has resulted in the development of voice user interfaces (VUIs) that prioritize mechanics at the expense of affordance and feedback in web applications design. The VUI is incorporated into both an alarm and a calendar tool to ground our approach in a common application space in the web browsing. Our system addresses errors through conversation as well, ultimately improving
affordances and feedback while minimizing the loss in mechanics. Recent advances in software capabilities have spurred a growth in "smart" GUIs for hardware, such as phones and computers, integrated with an intelligent personal assistant [10]. These software agents take in user commands or questions and perform various tasks and services. One of the most popular forms of assistant, used by over 50% of US adults as of April 2020 [14], is the voice assistant and graphical assistance built directly into a hardware’s operating system. Several major technology companies have commercialized a version of the intelligent voice personal assistant, including Apple (Siri), Microsoft (Cortana), Amazon (Alexa) and Google (Google Assistant). Open-source voice software such as Mycroft AI have also been created to allow anyone to develop voice assistant technology for their own projects.

As such, the principles of GUI software underlying the concept of a voice user interface (VUI), including affordances, feedback, and mechanics according to [25], [26], are an important tool for understanding and designing VUIs. VUIs have several advantages when it comes to GUI design: i) accessibility—they only require speech to control them, and they can be incorporated into ubiquitous devices, such as smart phones, ii) familiarity—speech is a very well known and utilized form of communication across the world; and iii) mechanics—they promote very fast information retrieval and require minimal physical effort.

At the same time, VUIs have several disadvantages as a UI design: i) error rate—they are prone to frustrating errors, both in the recognition of the user’s voice as input, and in the synthesis of human-sounding speech when the system responds to the user’s input, ii) affordances—they have extremely poor affordances, especially for users that are not tech savvy and may not know what they can do with the graphical interface; and iii) feedback—depending on the available speech recognition and synthesis software, VUIs can often have mixed feed-back that is not guaranteed to help the user understand what they’ve done and whether it was successful.

2.5.2. Proposed mechanism of speech recognition

A proposed system includes a basic GUI to help users debug the web applications. The GUI presents a few graphical input modalities to help the user begin using the tool. Towards the top of the application are voice settings, which control the accent, rate, and pitch of the synthesized voice that responds to the user’s input. As stated earlier, it is critical that speech synthesizers prioritize naturalness and intelligibility in their output. We used the SpeechSynthesis interface of the web speech API [26], [27], which offers a multitude of regional accents to help users interpret the synthesized responses from the system. At any time, the user can press the Test voice button to hear a message read aloud by the synthesizer with their current settings. Below this, the Start recording button is used as a switch to allow the browser to begin listening to sounds from the user’s microphone and interpret them as human speech. This attempts to mitigate insertion errors through a more affordance-first approach for the speech recognition. The alternative (i.e., a system controlled solely through voice) cannot resolve such errors. Once pressed, recording will commence immediately and will not stop until the system recognizes that the user has spoken something and then stopped speaking. This is the main input modality for telling the system to take in user input, and the only way for the system to initiate recognition and subsequently synthesize a response as proposed in [28]-[32]. Finally, the show/hide output button can be pressed to show or hide the area below the button which automatically records the conversation being had as visual text data. This was provided to show that the system can function with and without visual feedback.

3. METHOD ADOPTED FOR SRWB

The methodology used for the development of SRWB is the waterfall model. It was used because the model gives many benefits for the application system developers. Also, the model’s development cycle supports initial discipline which simply means that each phase in the methodology has a beginning and ending point. It is very easy to identify progress. The waterfall model requires more focus on SRWB design and set requirements before the commencement of programming. This ensures little effort and saving of time while no phase was overlooked. Easy usage and management of this method make it the best choice for selection in this research paper or project. The steps passed through include: i) research/analysis definition, ii) basic design, iii) technical design/detailed design, iv) building, v) testing, vi) integration, and vii) management and maintenance.

Algorithm
The voice command processing Algorithm shows how SRWB processes the voice commands:

1. Start
2. Get voice command
3. If SRWB recognizes voice command, then search for command related with command
4. If SRWB don’t recognize voice command, then output error message.
5. Stop

The user operation Algorithm how users will use SRWB:

1. Start
2. Login to system
3. If username & password match move, go to step 5.
4. If username & password is not found database output error
5. Enter voice or input commands
6. Operate Voice Browser
7. Stop or End

The voice browser operation Algorithm shows the operation of SRWB:
1. Start
2. Listen for Command
3. If command is to browse prompt user for URL
4. If command is to stop then terminate browser
5. If command is to read results, then read contents of browser
6. If command is to Exit browser, then exit browser application
7. End

3.1. Components of the methodology adopted
The main components of the methodology can divide in four parts start with analysis phase, design phase, coding phase and end with testing phase as below:
a. Analysis phase: the goal of this component is ensuring definition of data, processes, and boundaries.
b. Design phase: the goal of this to solve the problem. Focus was shifted to physical other than logical. Data elements were grouped for the formation of physical data files, structures, databases, screens, and reports.
c. Coding phase: SRWB was created in this stage. There was coding, debugging, and testing. It was at this stage that documents for users was prepared, and files and databases initialized. Procedures were also tested after being written.
d. Testing phase: SRWB was tested, and remaining problems was attended to. Implementation of the system and its release took place here.

3.2. Hardware requirement of search recognition web browser
SRWB works with many hardware such as:
a. A personal or color computer system (monitor) that runs on a higher processor
b. Loudspeaker or PC speaker
c. Microphone
d. Random access memory
e. Gigabyte hard disk drive
f. Keyboard
g. Mouse

3.3. Software requirement of search recognition web browser
SRWB has software requirements like:
a. MS office access
b. SQL database
c. Windows operating system
d. Visual Basic.NET
e. Net 3.0 Framework
f. Microsoft voice recognition SDK
g. Window 7
h. Anti-Virus protection software
i. Web based application software (HTML and XML)

3.4. Application of search recognition web browser
SRWB has many applications such as identifying problems people who are visually impaired. It will address the problems visually challenged people are facing. With SRWB people can order ATM services, book other services like cinema, home banking, support desk and theatre services. SRWB can also be used to access telephone and shopping lists, calendars, address, weather report, international and local stock market, event services and others. SRWB will assist people to communicate messages. Helping the end users to interact with people through voicemail sending and receiving of messages without using a keyboard to enter a command.
3.5. System security
To prevent unauthorized users from using the system, an authentication module was incorporated into SRWB in form of system login module, Figure 5 shows the login module interface.

3.6. Interface of search recognition web browser
A vocal interface is not the same with a visual interface. They are not consistent, and this makes voice interfaces to be highly dialog oriented based on response and oral presentation. While a visual interface can give the end users additional information at a time a voice interface listens to the end users data in few amount at once. This made us to develop and design an efficient and reliable that vocal interface pattern. Once the voice of users is accepted, it is translated and outputted to the user immediately.

![Login module interface](image)

Figure 5. Login module interface

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The double authentication of the system proves to be effective as only one user can access SRWB with a single password. The SRWB system was able to accept commands from different users which are in audio or voice format. When the web browser had loaded the web page, SRWB was able to read the accepted commands in audio and read the contents of the command of the web browser. It translated and gave out the result to the users with the help of loudspeakers or personal computer speakers. This, therefore, proved that every requirement of SRWB was met. The SRWB system cannot always display the users’ commands on the computer screen totally accurately. Also, programs could not understand the language context perfectly as human does. This led to errors because of misinterpretation. The coaching statistics measurement certainly illustrates that the increased the education data, the higher the awareness accuracy. This coaching fact can include these factors in a range of ways, such as speaking in special accents, the usage of the equal phrases stated through male and woman speakers, and the usage of one-of-a-kind phrases delivered below one-of-a-kind situations, such as when the speaker has a sore throat. When the person makes use of a low-quality audio enter device, the device may additionally no longer supply the satisfactory feasible output. The design and development of SRWB is a good addition speech recognition and assisting visually impaired patients and people with low-level of computer knowledge to access the internet and get the help they want. Almost everything is done via internet and an application like this is a boost and an aid for both the blind and the disabled. SRWB is not only a solution to the many problems of visually impaired people who are often victim of fraud from people when they need assistance of the internet. It is also a better system compared to the existing systems. Inputting of patient’s information was made easier, and the price is very affordable. Moreover, there is no restriction of usage with SRWB if there is available network connectivity. Some speech recognition systems haven seen the many benefits of SRWB choose to design their system by copying the design and methodology of SRWB. SRWB has proven to its efficiencies to help the young, blind and people without computer knowledge to access services like airline arrival and departure time, calendars, events, local and international stock market, and many other services. Some speech recognition system has issues in security and breach of unauthorized users, but this is not the case with SRWB because it includes a two-way authentication. SRWB is also efficient and effective as different users with different password van access it at
a particular time. With the easy-to-use interface, the problems of visually impaired patients have drastically reduced.

5. CONCLUSION

Speech is one of the natural and at the same time oldest means of communication among humans. Humans interact and communicate with each other in human-human interface. Many machines that will have the capability of understanding and producing speech just as humans have been tried to be developed. SRWB was one of the systems created to see this desire achieved. SRWB system was designed to assist visually challenged users who desire to use the internet for many beneficial reasons. To develop SRWB to meet these demands a voice-controlled browser was used together with a speech recognizer engine. The resulting voice controlled browser that follows this work accompanying this report can be applied by any researcher who desire to participate in language processing research. To see all the benefits of this system are achieved, the following recommendations have been made available to assist future researchers on this research paper or topics that are related to it: future software application developments should be created to run on different operating system platforms. Future work or research on this specific paper or related ones should also consider integration or joining of voice in voice out speech driven applications. This will send result to visually impaired or challenged user. Provision should be made available for a database backup against loss or damage of current database. Finally, the recognition phase speed is reasonable and more efficient and suitable for limited number of 15 persons. However, there is more than 15 voices of persons in the database the speed of the recognition decreases. SRWB will gives the best result if the user uses a high-quality audio input equipment such as microphone.
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